
Question Burst Exercise
Brainstorming for questions - to promote new 
ideas, reflection and different perspectives

Source: Questions are the Answer, Hal Gregerson 2018



Circa 15 minutes

Post-it Notes + pen

Introduction

 Asking the right question is a rare and valuable skill.  Once you have the right question then 

finding the right answer is often much easier

 Question Burst is a great tool if you are looking for new insights to solve a problem. Use it 

when you want your team to come up with new approaches or ideas to existing or 

emerging challenges

 It prompts new ideas and self-reflection and is great for getting unstuck. 

 Follow this step by step guide on how to run Question Burst with your team



Circa 15 minutes

Instructions

Preparation

1. Identify a topic / challenge that is important to discuss

2. Select a group of people to involve in Question Burst: 

 Your ideal group is likely to include at least 2 or 3 people with diverse and competing perspectives on 
the challenge or topic

 If you can include ‘outsiders’ then even better.  These are people you don’t usually work with and/or 
are not directly involved in the work you are doing. They are likely to have a different worldview and no 
vested interest in the status quo so are more likely to come up with questions you won’t

3. Have a good stack of post-it notes and a pen ready
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Instructions Cont.

Setting Up the Task

4. Spend 2 minutes setting out the problem, topic or challenge for the group and why you are stuck.  
Keep it simple and stick to the highlights

5. Explain clearly the 2 rules of engagement:
 Participants can only contribute questions
 No lengthy preambles or explanations before each question

Generate the Questions

4. Set a timer and spend 4 minutes collectively generating questions

5. You write each question down as they are called out and add in any of your own that occur to you.  
You’re are aiming for 15 to 20 questions

6. Remember no pushback, responding, commenting or challenge is allowed on the questions 
being generated
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Unpacking the Questions

4. Either on your own or with the group study the questions you noted down and share your 
reflections
 What questions are you curious about?
 What questions suggested new angles or options you hadn’t considered before?
 What questions evoked a strong emotional response in you?
 What questions don’t have answers to?

5. Reflect on those questions and ask yourself why they seem important and what new options 
those questions are generating for you.

6. It can often be useful to repeat the Question Generation step 2 or 3 times if you have time – either 
with the same group or a different group.  You might find you want to reframe or reword the 
problem as you learn more from each round.

7. Commit to follow up and explore in detail at least one of the new options that the Question Burst 
Activity has generated
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